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Chapter 3 

Integrated Mobility

“I’m a Traveler of Both Time and Space”

Paul Salopek embodies the lyrics from Led Zeppelin’s epic tune “Kashmir.”[1] Since 2013,

Salopek’s “Out of Eden” walk for National Geographic is scheduled to take him more

than 37,000 kilometers from Africa to the tip of South America.[2] In 2020, while navi-

gating COVID-19 lockdowns, he wrote from Myanmar, “The ancient humans I follow

hunkered for 10,000 years on the vanished land bridge between Siberia and Alaska,

waiting for glaciers to melt. If nothing else, long walks teach patience.”[3]

As a species, Homo sapiens has always been mobile. At first, we walked everywhere.

Then, we learned to use beasts of burden, rafts, and boats to get around. Then, we

invented the wheel, and the rest is history.

Unlike our bodies, our mobility has undergone rapid evolution. Train technology was

introduced in Japan in the 1850s. Today, Tokyo’s Shinjuku Station is the busiest in the

world. The Shinkansen, Japan’s “bullet train,” is one of the fastest and safest in the

world. The US, which saw rail track explode from 60,000 kilometers in 1865 to 400,000

in the next 50 years, has in contrast seen steep declines in passenger rail. Affordable

aviation and a sprawling highway system have changed US travel habits. Mimicking

both Japan and the US, China has added on average 10 airports a year in the last few

decades. From zero high-speed rails in the year 2000, it now has over 40,000 kilome-

ters of it.[4]

Other countries have evolved differently. Netherlands is known for its bicycle culture,

and Indonesia for its motorbikes. Norway has the highest electric vehicle adoption rate

in the world. In Saudi Arabia, nomads can be spotted ferrying camels with pickup

trucks.

By the time Salopek finishes his journey, he will have witnessed the extremely wide

spectrum of mobility available to modern humans. New choices keep growing as old

ones persist—it’s and, not or.

3.1    Not Your Dad’s Auto Industry

In 2018, the German automotive conglomerate Volkswagen announced talks to form a

joint venture with Didi Chuxing, China’s biggest ride-hailing service. The partnership
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would include Volkswagen managing a fleet of around 100,000 cars for Didi, some

two-thirds of which would be Volkswagen models.[5]

At first glance, this announcement might sound like a major fleet sale for Volkswagen.

But Marcus Willand, a partner at MHP, a consulting firm that is part of Porsche (itself

part of Volkswagen), saw it differently: “Actually, you could read this transaction as a

signal that Volkswagen was slipping back one link in the mobility supply chain, going

from major OEM [original equipment manufacturer] to tier-1 supplier. Half the Chinese

population is on the Didi platform, and that power allows Didi to choose any OEM

going forward.”

Willand expanded on the nature of the cutting edge in mobility—the movement of

people and goods—and the role MHP is playing in this space:

We are 100% focused on automotive and mobility in Germany, the US, and

China, so we have a clear industry and geographical focus. This gives us the

opportunity with our MHP team, comprised of 3,500 people, to give impulses

to the transformation of the automotive industry. I came here six years ago to

help MHP to grow from a purely automotive consulting company to a mobil-

ity consulting company.

He emphasized this essential shift from car makers to mobility technology companies

and the fact that some enterprises (especially Chinese) are leaving the old guard in the

dust after Elon Musk started this transition at Tesla:

It’s not a car, it’s a computer. I’m plugging four wheels to it, and building a

body around it, and then someone can drive in it—but, in the end, it’s a com-

puter.

The IT architecture that Tesla built into the Model S was fundamentally different from

any platform architecture of competing OEMs, and most of those OEMs are still strug-

gling to catch up. German engineers may be heartbroken to hear Willand’s explanation

that the new Chinese companies would not copy German designs when building cars,

but would instead imitate Tesla’s approach and try to do even better. Willand had the

opportunity to work with Chinese electric vehicle producer Xiaopeng Motors (com-

monly known as XPeng). In the first half of 2022, it sold more electric vehicles in China

than Volkswagen. XPeng was founded in 2010, so it’s much younger than Tesla, but Wil-

land’s articulation of its credo should sound familiar:

They say, ‘We are building a smart device. Our focus is autonomous driving

software and car entertainment systems, so we are basically a software pro-

vider.’
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In comparison, Willand says, the traditional automotive industry seems to be stuck in

their drivetrains and is years behind producing state-of-the-art software. Players like

Waymo on the US side and Didi in China threaten to capture large portions of the

mobility market.

Hagen Heubach, global vice president of SAP’s automotive industry business unit, is

responsible for leading the entire end-to-end solution portfolio for automotive cus-

tomers at SAP. His department is responsible for formulating a central strategy and

pushing strategic engagements in the automotive space and the future of mobility.

Through his customer engagements, he has observed a profound change in attitude:

All our customers—OEMs, truck manufacturers, bike manufacturers, suppliers,

national sales companies, mobility providers—are facing a run-and-disrupt

scenario. They say ‘Hey, I need to run a very profitable and traditional busi-

ness, and, at the same time, I need to disrupt myself into this new, sustainable

mobility world.’

Heubach and his team have identified six strategic priorities for automotive OEMs and

their suppliers who are long-term SAP customers:

� Customer-centricity

“The first is customer interaction. The first week of COVID, we started to get calls

from several OEMs saying, ‘We need to change to direct digital sales because all the

dealerships are closed.’ The new Ford Mustang SUV—the electric Mach-E—is likely

to only be sold through direct digital channels. We’ve seen a rapid disintermedia-

tion: the OEMs are taking out the middleman (the car dealership) and establishing a

direct relationship with the driver, something that we have been discussing many

years ad nauseam.”

� Anything as a service

“The second priority is around new business models, including the servitization

trend. Not just the OEMs, but also the component manufacturers and automotive

suppliers are looking into new business models bundling products, services, and

software to monetize the packages on an as-a-service basis.”

� Connected smart products

“Third is connecting the car and treating the car and its components as a connected

platform. Think of the data we are collecting around predictive maintenance, cus-

tomer experience, and other areas. Live vehicle and driver data promise to unlock

important new revenue streams.”

� Resilient supply chain and smart factory

“Fourth, the mobility supply chain needs to be 100% resilient. You don’t want too

many issues like many German OEMs had with wiring harness suppliers during the

Ukraine crisis.”
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� Sustainability and circular economy

“Fifth, you will not survive in the mobility market if you cannot prove that your

components and materials are sustainably sourced—in particular in the e-mobility

space. Conventional cars made from steel and aluminum are reasonably circular

and we have to apply the same approach to batteries, electronics, and advanced

composite materials.”

� Workforce transformation

“Finally, there is another one strategic priority we discuss with several customers:

transforming their workforce. All our customers are moving from classical engineer-

ing to software company cultures.”

The strategic priorities of the automotive and mobility industry need to be digitally

enabled and align nicely with SAP’s solution portfolio and roadmap.

3.2    The Case for CASE

In the last few years, CASE has become a rallying cry for rapid change in the automotive

sector.[6] In this framework, vehicles and mobility are connected, autonomous, shared,

and electric. In the discussions for this book, both Willand and Heubach made the case

for CASE.

3.2.1    Connected Cars

Willand portrayed BMW as a long-time leader in connectivity, and BMW itself high-

lights some nice historical trivia on its website.[7] In 1980, BMW integrated the onboard

computer in its Formula 1 racecars. In 1996, it produced the first cars to be equipped

with an emergency call function. From 2000, GPS took navigation to a new level and

has also allowed stolen vehicles to be traced. In 2007, the introduction of the iPhone

turbocharged the category of auto infotainment. Since 2010, cars have been aware of

the environment and are now capable of exchanging information with other vehicles,

with the cloud, and even with pedestrians. Vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communication

has become more common.

Regarding the opportunity for communication between vehicles and traffic infrastruc-

ture, Willand sees “traffic lights or sensors that guide cars, so that the infrastructure

takes over assistance and some responsibility for autonomous driving.”

3.2.2    Autonomous Cars

The industry has settled on a taxonomy for levels of driverless autonomy based on

how much the driver or the vehicle is in charge: Level 0 (no automation), Level 1 (driver

assistance), Level 2 (partial automation), Level 3 (conditional automation), Level 4 (high

automation), and Level 5 (full automation). Level 0 was the baseline of 30 or 40 years
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ago when the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) in the US encour-

aged young innovators to design versions of driverless cars. Willand commented on

the speed at which technology is evolving:

XPeng has managed to get their latest product, the P7, which is the equivalent

of the Mercedes EQS, the S-class, to autonomy level 3. In their first attempt,

they managed to get that far. In some functions, they’re even better than

Tesla. It’s really impressive how fast they have advanced.

Willand said he thinks the industry can reach Level 4 or even Level 4+ by the end of this

decade. In terms of usage, however, he saw the most promising use cases in the truck-

ing sector:

We stated five years ago: ‘The biggest business case for autonomous driving is

in the logistics industry.’ Platooning of trucks with a human-driven lead fol-

lowed by a train of autonomous trucks on designated highway lanes appear

to be the most promising. That would be especially true for markets like the US

with consistent truck driver shortages.

He thought individual mobility was a little trickier. In his view, the use of automated

vehicles might work with dedicated lanes and disciplined drivers in certain settings:

Driving in downtown New York during rush hour might work because the traf-

fic moves slowly, and drivers mostly follow the rules. But look at Delhi, Cairo,

or Naples (Italy) where the traffic is much more chaotic, I’m not so sure. So

much fuzzy logic is needed. It’s tough to imagine an AI system capable of

learning so many exceptions.

3.2.3    Shared Mobility

For Willand, the new emphasis on sharing transportation through ride sharing, trains,

buses, carpooling, and so on is shaking up the industry in many ways. He stated that

the Didi approach is a precursor to a broader trend. If cars are sold in fleets, car dealer-

ships become obsolete. For Volkswagen, fleet sales are booming, and deal sizes are get-

ting larger. He expected that the mobility of the future will be mostly a fleet-driven

business, which is bad news for American car nuts, British petrolheads, and German

autoliebhabers.

Heubach added:

Many OEMs are experienced in selling fleets to rental car companies. Volkswagen

even acquired Europcar. What’s new: now they are looking to apply anything-
as-a-service concepts as in the aerospace sector. They apply concepts like digital
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twins to better manage the fleets in the streets, essential if the commercial

model moves to usage-based billing.

Heubach also pointed out that, in Europe especially, where company cars are often part

of compensation packages, corporations themselves are the biggest buyers and lessees

of fleets. Thus, fleets have become even more of a business-to-business (B2B) industry.

Car-sharing models have emerged in large cities where owning a car can be more of a

burden than a liberation. But take a stroll through Berlin or Rome, or across the SAP

campus in Walldorf, and it looks like shared mobility accelerates on two wheels: Hop-

ping on a bicycle or grabbing one of the ubiquitous e-scooters to zip from the train sta-

tion to the office or to the restaurant is super-convenient and has rapidly become

normal. It stands to reason that these mobility devices may become another disrup-

tion, from below: People who routinely use shared two-wheelers will quickly adopt a

four-wheeler if they offer a compelling mobility experience.

3.2.4    Powering E-Mobility

Finally, Willand focused on the electrification element and described the “double-

whammy” of the move to electric vehicles—a dramatic simplification of the bill of

materials (BOM) and the growing role of in-car software:

The biggest barrier to enter the traditional automotive industry was the com-

plex drivetrain. The transmission and the engine were the most sophisticated

parts of the cars. This barrier basically went away because the electric drive-

train is almost depressingly simple. Most electric cars have a single-speed

direct-drive gearbox and instead of shuffling gears around to go in reverse, a

switch lets the motor rotate in the other direction.

This simplicity created room for new OEMs who would buy most components off the

shelf. XPeng even outsourced the bodywork; it is just buying and assembling compo-

nents. Willand argues that the differentiator in e-mobility is the software, an area

where traditional car makers are still struggling. These traditional companies are facing

two threats at once because all their drivetrain know-how accumulated over decades is

depreciating rapidly and because looking for new areas of competitive differentiation

is still in an uphill battle.

But how about the batteries? Willand said that batteries are in the first phase of indus-

trialization. He doesn’t think that we can expect that Moore’s Law of exponential

improvements applies. But he argues that even linear improvements of capacity per

unit of weight are important steps to further accelerate the transition to electric mobil-

ity.

Batteries and electric motors also raise sustainability issues. They currently require

lithium, cobalt, nickel, and other minerals that are in short supply and will be subject to
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guidelines for sustainable and ethical sourcing. A circular economy approach is

required to recycle battery components. Ford has announced that customers leasing

any of the company’s electric vehicles no longer have the option of buying out the

vehicle at the end of the lease.[8] This policy allows Ford to recycle the batteries instead

of continuously making or sourcing new batteries.

Regardless of battery materials and business models, batteries need to be charged to

keep the car moving, so Willand added:

We are working with SAP to make the battery charging experience seamless.

That means, no matter who the charging provider is or what charging port

you are driving to, you always have the same experience. All the authoriza-

tion, metering, and invoicing needs to be done seamlessly, in the background.

This promise is music to the ears of early adopters who have had to carry a stack of

charge point cards when they drive across Europe or even just into the territory of a

neighboring charge point operator. But Willand’s vision goes beyond a hassle-free

charging experience:

Down the line, we may also see some really interesting scenarios. In Germany,

a power plant is defined as a facility that can deliver at least one megawatt.

Combine seven Porsche Taycans and you have a power plant that can push

electricity from the Taycan battery packs to the grid. You could sell it when the

price is highest, and then recharge the cars shortly before you drive—at possi-

bly a cheaper rate. This arbitrage business is interesting if you scale it to mil-

lions of electric vehicles. This approach will create a market that is called

‘vehicle to grid’ or V2G.

Willand pointed out that not every economy on this planet runs on cars—he men-

tioned electric tuk-tuks in Indonesia hired via digital platforms—and that not every

company can simultaneously handle the change across the CASE paradigm. In his view,

only a handful of OEMs, such as Toyota and Volkswagen, can implement all four ele-

ments of CASE under their own roof. Others will focus more on autonomy and electri-

fication alone. To support this assumption, Heubach pointed out that Daimler and

BMW are selling Share Now, their ride-sharing joint venture, to Stellantis.

Even if the car manufacturers carefully choose a focus in the CASE space, they must still

keep up with evolving regulations and with changes in consumer demand. Electric

vehicle sales represented just 9% of all passenger car sales in 2021, so even with rapidly

increasing market share, especially in China and Europe, there’s a long way to go for

e-mobility.[9] Stellantis CEO Carlos Tavares has lamented that policymakers, in their

publicly announced timelines, appear to “not care” whether automakers have enough

raw materials (or time) to support the shift to electric vehicles.[10] ExxonMobil CEO
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Darren Woods said in an interview that their internal scenarios show that every car in

the world will be electric by 2040, interestingly without being concerned that Exxon-

Mobil’s overall business would suffer significantly.[11] We’re a still long way off from

this scenario.

One consequence of this slow-motion shift in mobility is that SAP has had to support

automotive customers and their business models in multiple dimensions as they grad-

ually transition. Given the need to support both “run and disrupt” models, Heubach

said that SAP has taken a two-tier approach: support for traditional industrial ap-

proaches and support for emerging digital approaches, as shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1  Transformation of the Automotive Industry (Source: SAP)
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For Heubach, blending industrial and digital mindsets has led to greater expectations

for software supporting the automotive industry. He mentioned some new features

that you would not typically expect from SAP—including SAP E-Mobility, a solution for

charge point management and operations. He also focuses on helping OEMs develop

new sales channels, make supply networks more resilient, and improve emission man-

agement efficiency:

Even one step further, and this is very important as to where we’re going in

business networks. Not just the traditional OEMs and their tiers of suppliers.

All the challenges—what we’re seeing about the chip shortage, the changing

world of sustainable coatings and chemicals, regulations around scope 3 emis-

sions, etc.—are driving better visibility across networks.

He then spoke about SAP’s support in three key areas:

� Industry best practices

It is easy to forget the auto industry has been evolving since Karl Benz invented an

internal combustion engine and built the first passenger car, Henry Ford installed

the first assembly line, and the Japanese brought in continuous improvement mind-

sets and lean manufacturing principles (kaizen). Heubach said practices and scenar-

ios such as Kanban, just in time, just in sequence, make to order, and make to stock

have long been accepted as best practices and have been supported by SAP’s soft-

ware for many years. On this foundation, today there is a lot more Industry 4.0-

driven automation on the shop floor and in the warehouse that the industry has

been incorporating.

� Next practices

For Heubach, the automotive industry needs new capabilities across many business

areas to succeed in the “run and disrupt” game. He mentions visibility in the supply

chain and support for new business models like pay-per-use or subscription man-

agement. Some of these practices look familiar and may be already supported by

SAP solutions, but transplanting practices across industry boundaries is never a triv-

ial undertaking.

� Vertical edge

Here, Heubach took us into a more experimental space that leaves the firm ground

of well-established best practices and the proven need for next practices. He out-

lined how SAP S/4HANA, SAP Business Technology Platform (SAP BTP), and SAP’s

industry cloud are the right environment to experiment with innovative processes,

intelligent technologies, and digital support for new business ideas. For Heubach,

these solutions open up the innovation space: “We are partnering with our custom-

ers, with hyperscalers, system integrators, industry experts, and other solution pro-

viders. The next in-car software probably won’t come from our software labs, but we

and our partners will play a key role in the mobility stack.”
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Making electric vehicles move needs powerful power packs—and this is an innovation

space way beyond the automotive industry. As shown in Figure 3.2, making batteries

and pushing their performance to new levels involves a wide range of industries such

as mining, chemicals, utilities, mill products, and high tech involved in the lifecycle of

developing, producing, servicing, and recycling batteries for electric vehicles.

Figure 3.2  Battery Lifecycle Management (Source: SAP)
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This infrastructure is quite different from the gas station network we are familiar with.

Conventional cars refuel in a few minutes, and “range anxiety” is not an issue when the

next gas station is around the corner. Compare this convenience to the experience of

e-mobility pioneers who spent hours at a charge point (if they found one!) and who

anxiously watched the battery gauge instead of enjoying the scenery.

Battery capacity and range have grown, and charging times have shrunk, but the

e-mobility infrastructure will continue to be highly decentralized. SAP sees business

opportunity in the emerging network of charging points. Jörg Ferchow, chief solution

manager at SAP, provides an overview of SAP E-Mobility to build, run, and manage such

networks. In this model, vendor-independent charging devices would connect to a

cloud solution that uses the Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP) that has become pre-

dominant in the market.

In this young but fast-growing market, SAP expects a wide range of partners who build,

service, resell, and operate charge points. Even though electric vehicles only make up

about 5% of total vehicles on the road in 2022, already a complex ecosystem of players

and processes must be navigated and integrated. For Ferchow, SAP can bring some

level of discipline for improved overall efficiency and a more convenient and seamless

customer experience:

You have the e-mobility service providers. There are charge point operators. If

you travel long distance, you may have to deal with roaming providers, as we

have with mobile telephones. These providers have contracts with many

charge point operators. As a driver you need a charging box in your garage or

apartment parking space. Of course, these days we are seeing many more

‘prosumers’ who don’t just buy electricity, they sell power back to the grid.

They may have solar panels and store surplus energy in the car battery and at

times sell it back to the grid. Or they may be part of a growing number of vir-

tual power plants, which share energy across communities of consumers.

SAP envisions simplicity and convenience for the driver—plug in and that’s it. We com-

pare the current e-mobility infrastructure with the early telephone network with its

switchboards, complicated long-distance calls, coin-operated phone booths, and sched-

uled international calls. Today, all this complexity is hidden: You dial a number, and

the telephone rings a few seconds later, regardless where on the planet you and the per-

son you're calling are located. For e-mobility, there is still a way to go.

Ferchow explained the SAP E-Mobility solution, shown in Figure 3.3:

� “In the charge-at-home scenario, you’re dealing with company cars. You charge your

car at home, and your company reimburses you. That’s pretty simple: just connect

to SAP Concur, our spend management solution.”
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� A charge-at-work scenario uses SAP E-Mobility, SAP S/4HANA Cloud, and the SAP

digital payments add-on. “This scenario is aimed at companies with fleets of electric

vehicles. Some of them even make their stations available to the public outside of

office hours and the charge points will show up in a roaming provider’s app,” he said.

� The charge-in-public scenario relies on SAP Subscription Billing and industry cloud

solutions from partners. “For this scenario we expect to see a number of oil and gas

companies,” said Ferchow. “They are putting charging infrastructure at gas stations.

Their retail stores also want to attract customers, and they want to combine the

charging experience with the shopping experience.” Fast-charging a car may take 20

or 30 minutes, well over the 3 minutes it takes to top off a gas tank. Just imagine

you're at a gas station and your car needs 30 minutes to charge, but you have a cou-

ple of restless kids with you. You're a mobility hostage!

Figure 3.3  Architecture Overview of SAP E-Mobility (Source: SAP)
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cities like Munich and Berlin. While our car policies vary from country to coun-

try, every employee in Germany who has at least three years of service quali-

fies for a company car. SAP covers most of the cost: the maintenance, the fuel,

SAP Concur

SAP E-Mobility

SAP Subscription*
Billing 

SAP digital
payments
add-on*  SAP S/4HANA Cloud**

Financials
cost accounting
(FI-CO)

Convergent
invoicing
(FI-CA)

Financials
general ledger
(FI-GL)

Scenario #1:

Charge at home
Scenario #3:

Charge in public

Scenario #2:

Charge at work

SAP Business Technology Platform

SAP Data Center OR Hyperscaler

Partner industry
cloud solutions

* Roadmap items

** Optional Service Package
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the insurance. The employee gets a new car every four years. It is a really nice

perk.

As SAP has grown, so has the size of its fleet; meanwhile, running a sustainable com-

pany has become more and more important for SAP’s investors, for SAP’s employees,

and for the community. Krautwasser discussed how the makeup of the SAP fleet aligns

with SAP’s corporate sustainability strategy:

Almost a decade ago, we started introducing battery electric vehicles (BEVs) to

our fleet. We were one of the earliest companies to adopt them. Initially they

were on a short leash, mostly driving around on our campus. Today, almost

20% of our fleet is electrified vehicles. The definition includes BEVs and plug-in

hybrids. But starting in 2025, every new car our employees can order will be a

BEV. Hydrogen-powered vehicles do not look like an alternative for now. It

may change, but for now we are focused on BEVs. We plan to have no cars

with internal combustion engines by 2030. This is realistic because we return

the cars after four years.

Going electric comes with additional complications in delivering this mobility incen-

tive for employees:

We give our employees gas cards they can use at most gas stations. That

doesn’t work for electric cars. The network of public charging stations is get-

ting better every day, but it still has a long way to go. So, we had to think

about charging at SAP locations, and about charging at home. At Walldorf,

our headquarters, we are already operating 600 charge points.

For a single corporate campus, 600 charge points is a quite significant number. Kraut-

wasser assumes he will need 1 charging station for every 5 cars, which means that he

has to plan for a setup of 3,500 charging points in 2030. Already this estimate has

required elaborate planning and coordination between SAP’s facilities group and its

local electric utility. Bolting charge points to garage walls is the smallest issue. Getting

the necessary power infrastructure up and running requires detailed planning and

sophisticated agreements with utility providers. Krautwasser is starting these conver-

sations early to maximize the lead time for utility providers to dig trenches for thicker

cables and install transformers capable of handling the expected loads. He is also aware

that distribution system operators (DSOs), the utilities in charge of managing the elec-

tricity distribution from the substations to each meter, are struggling to power up the

grid to handle additional demand from the proliferation of electric vehicles.

Supporting employees to charge their vehicles at home can significantly reduce the

strain on the infrastructure on SAP campuses, according to Krautwasser:
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We reimburse for installation of the wall charging unit and for the power con-

sumption. During COVID, clearly that was very convenient as most of our

employees worked from home. But even as people come back to the office,

they still have a dedicated charging station at home and don’t have to worry

about finding one at the office. In some locations outside of Germany, the

expenses are reimbursed via SAP Concur in a fully automated digital no-touch

process.

Krautwasser noted that the operational cost to SAP of charging at the office is lower

because of the favorable large-customer rate SAP enjoys, but the capital costs of the

campus infrastructure are much higher. From SAP’s perspective, it is a bit of a wash

whether employees charge at home or at the office.

The longstanding company car perk may be less desirable for younger generations of

SAP employees who tend to live in urban areas and bigger cities and thus can comfort-

ably rely on public transport or an occasional rental car. Heubach provided an interest-

ing perspective of his younger employees:

They tell our fleet manager, ‘I am not interested in a company car. I’d rather

have a mobility budget from SAP, and I can decide how to use it: do I want my

own dedicated car, do I want to subscribe to a ride-sharing system, or do I

want to have micro-mobility with e-scooters combined with public transpor-

tation.’

To provide his new colleagues with alternative mobility perks, Krautwasser says a new

model is almost ready for rollout:

We are piloting a mobility allowance. It’s actually more of a virtual budget.

You can go and buy public transportation tickets. You can spend it on car shar-

ing or bike sharing. You can use any kind of mobility, and you’ll get reim-

bursed via SAP Concur up to your approved budget. The overall feedback from

employees, after two and a half years of the pilot, is overwhelmingly positive.

The feedback is ‘Hey, you’re taking the topic of sustainable and integrated

mobility really seriously.’

Of course, these transportation options aren’t limited to the younger SAP employees.

Krautwasser readily acknowledges that he prefers to take trains on business trips. For

him and his colleagues, integrated mobility is a world of and, not or.
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3.4    Transportation Sharing

Shared mobility is definitely not a new concept. In some communities, geographic and

spatial limitations, coupled with population trends, have resulted in a long history of

shared mobility.

Augsburg in Bavaria is a university and tourist town an hour’s drive west of Munich.

Augsburg is famous for the Fuggerei, the world’s oldest public housing complex still in

use, founded in 1521 by the rich Fugger family of merchants.

The municipal utility company Stadtwerke Augsburg (swa) supplies electricity, natural

gas, district heating (the next generation of “steam heating”), and drinking water for

350,000 people, and it has also expanded into the mobility space, pioneering a flat rate

mobility package in 2019.[14] Isabella von Aspern leads digital transformation at swa

and spoke about matching mobility offerings with the services demanded by citizens

in her community:

We are a very green city surrounded by lakes and forests. Being so close to

BMW headquarters, of course we have a car culture. But among the younger

generation, especially in cities with good public transport infrastructure, the

desire to own a car is declining.

To meet citizens' demand for transportation, swa offers fixed-price mobility plans that

allow customers to take advantage of all modes of transportation, such as buses, trams,

and rental bikes. The metered cost-sharing component registers use by time and dis-

tance; people who exceed the allotted time or distance simply pay for additional use.

von Aspern drew attention to one major component of swa’s services:

Car-sharing has become especially popular. It has really grown over the years.

We started with a few cars and a few places where you could pick them up. Our

customers did not expect it from us. It was service that our CEO believed would

be appreciated. He is very innovative. The big difference from other models: we

run our own operations and perform all the service and maintenance.

Outside mobility, other swa services have been well received by its customers, von

Aspern said. She feels the utility is an important contributor to the health and well-

being of the Augsburg community:

People are very, very happy with our water. It is super safe for drinking. But

they also tell us our buses and trams are very clean. We receive many compli-

ments about this. Additionally, our stops have surveillance cameras and are

safe. I think the city feels pretty safe and clean, and I think we are, as

Stadtwerke Augsburg, a very big part of it.
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3.5    Mobility as a Service

Kevin Schock, vice president of the travel and transportation industries at SAP, has

extensive experience in the aviation and railroad sectors, and his definition of mobility

encompasses many modes of moving people and goods. Within his purview are cus-

tomers such as Amtrak, Deutsche Bahn, and JR East-West, the last of which runs the Jap-

anese bullet train, the Shinkansen. Also included in Schock’s job are solutions for

supply chain resilience, to which the movement of goods in a complex global system is

central. For example, goods may arrive in the Port of Los Angeles on a vessel operated

by French container shipping company CMA CGM France and then move to Chicago on

a major US railroad, such as BNSF Railway.

While Schock focused on long-distance mobility, his colleague Senta Belay is more con-

cerned with urban mobility, for which the single-occupancy automobile has long cre-

ated the biggest headaches. To illustrate the point, Belay referenced an iconic poster

created in 1991 by the city of Münster (dubbed Germany’s bicycle capital) to encourage

bus usage by juxtaposing the relative space taken up by 72 bicycles, 72 cars, and 72 pas-

sengers on a bus, as shown in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4  Münster’s 1991 Traffic Space Comparison Campaign (Source: City of Münster Press 

Office)

Willand remarked that a recent trip to Norway showed him the benefits that transition-

ing mobility away from single-occupancy vehicles can bring. Despite his profession, he

acknowledged that the quality of city life improves with fewer cars:

I am in the car business. I’m a really passionate car guy. I love to drive. But life

is better if parts of cities are car-free.
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SAP’s vision for urban mobility scenarios includes the following:

� Car sharing, in which multiple consumers access a single vehicle

� Ride sharing, in which contracted drivers provide rides to individual consumers

� Ride pooling, in which multiple individuals might share a single vehicle in a trip—a

more public version of carpooling

� Ride hailing, in which pooling and sharing services are initiated through mobile

devices

� Corporate mobility and mobility budgets, in which organizations co-fund their

employees’ travel

� Subscription mobility, in which individual consumers pay to access a multi-vehicle

fleet that could contain, for example, different types and sizes of vehicles

� Micro-mobility, in which smaller vehicles, such as bicycles and scooters, are avail-

able to cover short distances

Perhaps most importantly, urban mobility must be seamless and painless. Mixing

modes of transportation must become natural and obstacle free: scheduling, switching

modes, and paying must all be fluent and integrated to deliver a compelling mobility

experience.

Belay emphasized that mobility extends beyond vehicle selection and reaches into the

technical infrastructure that enables it:

Getting from A to B is a journey, so you better have a map. Back in the day,

you needed a printed map. Today, you have a digital map on your phone. Next

comes monetization: by zone, by time, by ride, etc. We have to bring all those

services into your app. There is also an operational element. If I have a QR

code, will the bike unlock for me? If I hop on a bus, will the ticket machine

understand me? We have to bring all those services into your app.

This vision will require a combination of functionalities both for the backend, as

described in Table 3.1 and for operations and analytics, as described in Table 3.2, as well

as a combination of SAP-led software solutions and partner solutions.

Business Capability Features

Customer (app) � Named and anonymous account management

� Booking or subscription

Map and route (with partners) � Map and information

� Routing and options

Table 3.1  SAP’s Mobility-as-a-Service Vision for the Backend
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In the same way that mobile technology has changed navigation and communication

patterns among travelers, payment technologies have moved away from tokens indi-

vidualized to a single transit system or single-use ticket stubs purchased from a plat-

form vending machine. Belay’s idea of the payments marketplace includes a variety of

vendors:

The payments landscape has changed dramatically over the last decade. We

used to pay for transit with coins and tokens. Commuters in cities like Hong

Kong and London are used to stored value cards like Octopus and Oyster

[administered by San Diego-based company Cubic]. The world is moving from

cards to accounts, but at a different pace, and with a different technology

Utilization and event processing or 

integration

� Identity and authentications

� Event capture

� Charging right price for use

Face and product management � Products modeling and multimodal product rules

� Subscriptions and on-off order management

� Own and partner product pricing and charging

Payments and settlement � Payments and credit card management

� Partner settlement

Financials management � Credit management

� Invoice and billing

Business Capability Features

Supply onboard � Operators and routes

� Availability and geolocation

� Open data (assets and ETA)

Orchestrated routes and products � Binding routes to product bundle or price

� Deep linking and embedding with apps

� Open API

Apple iOS and Android user 

experiences (UXs) for customers

� Profile and account management

� Presentiment and identification

� Use and history

Extensibility � Be-in/be-out (BI/BO) services

� Vicinity and proximity

Table 3.2  SAP’s Mobility-as-a-Service Vision for Operations and Analytics

Business Capability Features

Table 3.1  SAP’s Mobility-as-a-Service Vision for the Backend (Cont.)
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stack. The difference is we, SAP, are coming from the backend. The Cubics of

the world are coming from the frontend. We’ll meet in the middle.

He sees exciting possibilities for future development of what he calls “be-in/be-out

functionality” that would facilitate touchless payments in lieu of high-touch access at

restricted doors. “If you have a mobile app, which is native and uses Bluetooth or near

field communication, there is no reason why you shouldn’t hop on and off the bus

without thinking about tickets and such,” he said.

Schock compared it to the global telecommunications market:

“We’re in the network business. How do you reconcile with all the partners? I

have a Verizon phone. I travel to Germany, and I’m probably checked in on the

Deutsche Telekom or Vodafone network. I don’t need to know, it just works.

How do they settle all the transactions in the background? The telco guys have

figured out how to do this without bothering me, the end user. Well, we are

using the same paradigm for our customers in the mobility space.”

SAP’s mobility vision to overcome the fragmentation of services and providers is

becoming a reality. As Willand described the progress:

We had a discussion with BVG in Berlin. BVG is the largest public transport

provider in Europe, serving five million people every day. We created a plat-

form called Jelbi.[15] It covers a wide range of mobility options including bus,

train, e-moped, e-scooter, bike, car, taxi, and ridesharing.

With this platform, you register once. You only give your payment terms once.

And you upload your driver’s license once. Only one registration and you have

access to the whole spectrum of mobility options. Next, working with SAP, we

are creating a Mobility Identity, which will allow me to access any form of

mobility in the future, not only in Berlin, but also in Amsterdam or Oslo, for

example.

3.6    Choosing Where to Live and How to Move

During the COVID-19 lockdowns, we witnessed empty highways and even emptier

office buildings. We saw office workers move away from big cities since they were no

longer required to live in high-cost areas to telecommute. Air travel and commuter ser-

vices suffered steep declines. How will that affect mobility in the long term?

Johnny Clemmons, global vice president and the industry business unit head for engi-

neering, construction, and operations at SAP, noted a temporary reversal in recent

years of a broader population migration that has gone on for many decades:
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Over the last decades, we have seen a huge migration from rural areas to cit-

ies. It’s really the largest migration in human history, to the point where we’re

going to have 60% or 70% of the world population living in cities by 2050. It’s

a significant migration that is changing how people live, work, how they

move around, how family works.

Another consideration is not only where people live, but also how and how often they

commute to work. SAP has been observing how COVID-19 has prompted shifts away

from office work to remote work, Clemmons continued:

If they have individual work to do, where do workers prefer to be? There are

people who say they can’t get anything done at home because of the distrac-

tions. They prefer to go to the office. But for those who prefer to work re-

motely, it’s because it gives them the ability to do the work but still feel like

they’re a member of their family, and it gives them much more flexibility in

the time that they have. You can take 20 minutes and have lunch with your

kids or something and then still get the same amount of work done, or even

more.

It really boils down to flexibility and the commute—those are the two top rea-

sons that I hear from people.

One consequence is that SAP is re-envisioning its office concept. Clemmons noted

some of the structural changes that are supporting employee preferences and organi-

zation requirements:

SAP has recently redesigned a few of our office spaces post-COVID. We are

redesigning them because we’re looking at the future offices being mostly

used for collaboration, not as much for individual work. We’re seeing a lot of

companies trying to create this flexible environment where people will spend

a couple of days a week in the office, a couple of days a week either at home

or on the road.

Mass transit is gradually creeping back up in large cities, and the move to secondary

and tertiary towns is prompting a rethinking of intercity rail in the US. While com-

muter rail generally has lagged badly in the US, significant progress has been made

along these lines recently. For example, Brightline is already constructing its line from

Miami to Orlando, and the Texas Central Railway is planning a line between Dallas and

Houston. Several other big city connections look promising. The challenge remains:

Aviation and good highways provide stiff competition, and raising private funding is

always a challenge.
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Roland Vorderwülbecke, director of IT at Gebr. Heinemann, a global operator of the

Duty Free & Travel Value shops at airports, described how 2020 delivered shocks to the

travel industry due to reduced flight schedules, airport closures, and international

travel bans. In 2021, some travel resumed, but waves of reinfections bogged down the

business. Even a surge in travel in 2022 brought continued challenges, such as staffing

problems at airlines, security, airport baggage, and other operations.

Throughout two years of restrictions and surges in travelers frequenting bus stops,

train stations, and airports, Vorderwülbecke has observed changes in traveler motiva-

tion and purpose:

We have also seen a shift in business versus leisure travel. Many companies

adjusted to virtual meetings during COVID lockdowns and reduced travel to

only essential trips. Individuals, on the other hand, have been eager to travel

after two years of lockdowns and so the mix has swung to tourist travelers.

However, the significant increase in fuel prices and airfares with the Ukraine

crisis could affect this price-sensitive segment.

He noted that, though domestic travel was responsible for much of the rebound, global

travel is likely to recover too, depending on political developments internationally:

By 2025, IATA expects international traffic to match 2019 levels, but it will

depend on political decisions. If China continues with its Zero-COVID policy, or

if Australia and New Zealand again have tight lockdowns, that will signifi-

cantly impact global travel. Then there is the sustainability challenge for the

aviation sector, and electrification is not likely to be a solution anytime soon.

For now, airlines are trying in-flight fuel efficiencies.

More optimistically, we expect a lot more growth in emerging economies with

increasing personal income in populations eager to see the world.

3.7    The Catena-X Story

Hagen Heubach has observed that one of the biggest problems for automotive OEMs is

the lack of visibility beyond their tier-one, or immediate, suppliers. For example, a car

company might know the source of its car batteries, but not the source of the lithium

mined for the battery. Not knowing much about a supplier’s suppliers makes it difficult

to anticipate changes in the costs, scheduling, or availability of key resources—and also

obscures compliance with company standards or compliance requirements along the

supply chain. In our car battery example, a manufacturer with limited visibility into

their next-tier suppliers might not know for certain whether the lithium mining com-

pany complies with child labor or environmental regulations.
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Another industry change afoot is that OEMs no longer sit comfortably atop the supply

chain pyramid. Instead, the ecosystem has shifted into a model where more players

have equal power.

Like many software vendors, SAP has long maintained cross-industry business net-

works, such as SAP Ariba for indirect procurement, SAP Concur for travel expenses, and

SAP Business Network for Asset Management for equipment and other major capital

assets. According to Heubach, the key challenge with these networks is their lack of dig-

ital communication between OEMs, first- and second-tier suppliers, and logistics pro-

viders because they are unable or unwilling to readily interface their digital systems.

The challenges of siloed networks are well understood, but the solution requires a

degree of collaboration that had been hard to achieve.

Enter Catena-X, a network specific to the automotive industry designed to create a sin-

gle uniform data exchange standard along the entire automotive value chain.[16] SAP,

BMW, and a number of other major German companies are founders of this partner

network. Heubach summarized its goals:

With Catena-X, we’re getting rid of blockages where the players cannot (or

don’t want to) talk to each other on the network. We are building an industry

business network where SAP can connect to Siemens, SupplyOn, etc., using the

same standards. We are opening up rather than trying to be the dominant

player, but in exchange we’re getting so much more interaction, so much

more traction with the market with these value cases.

SAP is focusing on three key areas:

� Building the technology that enables network communication (in other words,

“connecting the dots” between partner networks) using Gaia-X standards for feder-

ated and secure data infrastructures.

� Showcasing the use cases that automotive CEOs have been requesting (for good rea-

son), such as end-to-end material traceability, product carbon footprints, or other

circular economy details.

� Ensuring fast scalability. Heubach targets having 1,000 partners in the network by

the end of 2022.

Currently, use cases for Catena-X are specific to the automotive industry, but as Heu-

bach noted, all these use cases—material traceability through SAP Business Network,

product footprint management, digital twins, networked quality management,

demand and capacity management, and the SAP Sustainability Control Tower—are

equally relevant for other industries:

It started with six companies, but we now have more than 120 companies in

Catena-X. This initiative goes beyond the classic German companies like BMW
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and Bosch. Japanese suppliers join. Denso is in there. Valeo from Europe is

there. Ford has joined. Stellantis is part of the network. We have achieved crit-

ical mass.

And it does not stop with the automotive OEMs and their tier-one suppliers.

Second-tier suppliers for the automotive industry are giants in other indus-

tries: they are chemical companies or mill and mining players.

This is important for my colleagues who look after the business in those indus-

tries. If a chemical company discovers and realizes the business value to play in

the automotive networks they will ask: ‘Hey, why can’t we apply the same

principles to other value networks?’

Heubach saw potential even beyond manufacturing and is particularly interested in

the application of an industry network in the healthcare space:

If you squint a bit, a data-driven value chain in healthcare looks a lot like the

automotive network. Yes, they have different use cases. They may be less

interested in product carbon footprints. There are no recyclers, but there is the

patient, and the hospital pharmacy. There are the pharmaceutical companies.

There is a ton of special regulation. But the core methodologies, and how you

exchange data along a value chain and generate additional use cases and

business value—it’s really the same.

3.8    Innovation Ahead

In all the chapters of this book, we describe how industries connect and how classic

industry boundaries have blurred. Why should mobility be any different? The “next big

thing” in mobility could well be air taxis using electric vertical takeoff and landing vehi-

cles (eVTOLs). A 2022 60 Minutes segment[17] described this innovation in the following

way:

If you’ve ever had the fantasy of soaring over bumper-to-bumper traffic in a

flying vehicle, that may be possible sooner than you think. Not with a flying

car, but with a battery-powered aircraft called an eVTOL, a clunky acronym

for electric vertical takeoff and landing vehicle. Dozens of companies are

spending billions of dollars to make eVTOLs that will operate like air taxis—

taking off and landing from what are called vertiports on the tops of build-

ings, parking garages or helipads in congested cities. EVTOLs promise a faster,

safer, and greener mode of transportation—potentially changing the way we

work and live.
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Torsten Welte chimed in, as a guest from Chapter 2 on the Everything as a Service meg-

atrend, and added his perspective:

Short-distance travel will face a lot of challenges regarding fixed roads. Elec-

tric vehicles, however, can go airborne. Great examples from Germany are

Volocopter, Lilium, and Wingcopter. It is exciting (for a German, and for

mobility) that there is disruptive innovation coming. But of course, there are

several in the US, like Joby, Archer, and WiskAero with a major investment of

Boeing. This is enough movement to drive innovation to the next level, and

I’m looking forward to my first trip.

However, renowned aviation analyst Richard Aboulafia of AeroDynamic Advisory has

said he could buy all the Aston Martins and Rolls-Royces in the world and drive people

for free to the airport, and it would be cheaper than developing these eVTOLs and flying

them around. But Welte remarked that you can sip champagne in the back seat of a

Rolls, but you’d have to be the American president to find a traffic-free highway from

Central Park to JFK.

3.9    Integrated Mobility with SAP

Before we close this chapter on integrated mobility, we want to highlight some of the

solutions in SAP’s portfolio that offer key functionality related to customer centricity,

anything-as-a-service business models, connected products, resilient supply chain and

smart manufacturing, and sustainability and circular economy.

3.9.1    Customer Centricity

Changing a business model towards sustainable mobility requires several customer

interaction points that may be entirely new to the industry, such as direct digital sales

without dealer networks and direct customer feedback driving mobility offerings.

� SAP S/4HANA is the backbone for a wide range of mobility product and service pro-

viders. It supports processes like order management, vehicle allocation and dis-

tribution, accounting of integrated mobility products, service and maintenance

management, or profitability analytics.

� SAP Commerce Cloud is the integrated digital frontend platform that handles the

transactions between mobility services customers and their providers.

� SAP Digital Vehicle Operations creates a vehicle-centric view for sales and fleet man-

agement. This can result in better customer service, better fleet performance, and

better cost control.
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� SAP Industry Process Framework enables efficient application integration to create

processes that deliver mobility services while requiring access to multiple SAP and

non-SAP systems.

� SAP Billing and Revenue Innovation Management enables scalable billing of sophis-

ticated pricing structures based on product and service bundles, subscription mod-

els, or usage-based agreements with metered consumption data.

� SAP Configure Price Quote enables sales executives and their support teams to tailor

anything-as-a-service contracts to their customer needs, ensuring that products and

services can be profitably delivered and priced.

3.9.2    Anything as a Service

Integrated mobility combines products and services to deliver mobility services

tailored to the preferences and needs of their target customers. The data and process

platforms of the involved providers need to be integrated to sell and deliver mobility

services with a seamless customer experience. This transformation is also a cultural

change for the established mobility product and service providers, driven by a cus-

tomer-centric mobility design. Integrated mobility platforms combine competing

modes of mobility: train rides compete with air travel, e-scooters compete with taxis,

ride-hailing competes with rental cars, parking at airports competes with shuttle ser-

vices.

The following SAP solutions enable mobility product or service providers to deliver

their services efficiently and conveniently, directly or through service consolidators on

mobility platforms:

� SAP Billing and Revenue Innovation Management enables the definition and opera-

tion of complex pricing structures to settle and bill product and service elements as

part of a comprehensive mobility service offering.

� SAP Configure Price Quote enables sales executives and their support teams to tailor

mobility product and service contracts to their corporate customers, while ensuring

that products and services can be delivered at competitive yet profitable price

points.

� SAP Commerce Cloud and SAP Sales Cloud enable contract management with their

service level agreements and interface with customers and service delivery entities.

� SAP S/4HANA processes the fulfillment functions of mobility service contracts,

including materials management, financial accounting, and maintenance.

� SAP SuccessFactors manages the people side of delivering mobility as a service,

including recruiting, training, and payroll functions.

� SAP Fieldglass makes mobility service organizations scalable by extending the work-

force dynamically with temporary labor.
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3.9.3    Connected Products

Integrated mobility requires reliable and compliant vehicles in the right location and

in the right condition to deliver the envisioned user experience. The fully integrated

digital twin of a vehicle mirrors its production, operations, and maintenance history.

These digital twins can be integrated into a complex, digital, real-time representation

of the mobility system, including the users on the move.

The following solutions enable innovation around connected products:

� SAP Industry Cloud Digital Vehicle Hub models and manages the digital twin of

vehicles and their key components.

� SAP Business Technology Platform is the extension and integration platform for

connectivity data that build the elements for operating a connected mobility system

in real time.

� SAP Open Vehicle Connection Hub integrates telematics data into business pro-

cesses like predictive maintenance, billing, insurance, recharging, or refueling.

3.9.4    Resilient Supply Chain and Smart Manufacturing

Integrated mobility relies on a range of vehicles from connected e-scooters and bicycles,

privately owned and fleet cars, trams, trains, and planes. Sourcing components, manag-

ing complex supply chains, and assembling vehicles requires top-floor to shop-floor

integration, advanced production logistic processes, and digital intercompany pro-

cesses along the entire automotive value chain.

A broad range of SAP solutions contributes to resilient supply chains and smart manu-

facturing:

� SAP S/4HANA is the backbone for best-in-class automotive logistics processes like

just in time, just in sequence, Kanban, and advanced shipping and receiving.

� SAP Returnable Packaging Management supports a circular flow between suppliers

and OEMs of returnable and reusable packaging materials like containers or pallets

for improved sustainability and cost reduction.

� SAP Quality Issue Resolution enables collaborative defect and resolution handling

in the automotive industry using the 8D methodology.

� SAP Business Network provides functionality for material traceability in multi-tier

supply networks.

� SAP Collaborative Demand and Capacity Management balances demand and supply

in the network of OEMs and their suppliers.

� SAP Digital Manufacturing Cloud analyzes global and plant-level manufacturing

performance and creates more process visibility to maintain productivity and qual-

ity levels.

� SAP S/4HANA Supply Chain for extended service parts planning optimizes the spare

parts acquisition through effective planning and distribution.
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3.9.5    Sustainability and Circular Economy

Financial investors, customers, and regulators scrutinize mobility providers for the

sustainability of their products and services. SAP offers a broad spectrum of solutions

to live up to sustainability-related regulations and to apply best practices for maximiz-

ing circularity, reducing greenhouse gas emissions, minimizing environmental prod-

uct service footprints, and implementing extended producer responsibility initiatives

for the entire supply chain.

� SAP S/4HANA Environment, Health, and Safety Management generates enterprise-

wide real-time awareness for non-compliance and supports a modern safety culture

for employees and the environment.

� SAP Product Footprint Management analyzes the environmental impact of prod-

ucts and services along their lifecycle for standards-based disclosure, and drives the

effort to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and other environmental factors.

� GreenToken by SAP enables the trusted exchange of carbon footprint data along the

value chain, from raw materials and energy through the usage and disposal phases.

� SAP Responsible Design and Production uses live connectivity with SAP S/4HANA

data sources to enable products that can be easily repaired, recycled, and re-pro-

cessed in a circular economy.

� SAP Analytics Cloud creates holistic insights and reporting across all operations.

This analytics platform combines data elements from internal and external sources

for better insights and more informed decision making.
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